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About This Game

Ultra-Gene Code is a sci-fi visual novel about good purposes being achieved by not-so-good means. Become part of a
mysterious story that constantly confronts you with a difficult moral choice.

The near future. Not so long ago, a perfect AI was created and successfully introduced into all major spheres of production, and
now science is ready to take another outstanding leap forward. Here, in the Ahasverus-8 laboratory, a new project which will

change the life of humanity forever has been carried out.

Take on the role of Aria, the cutting edge in AI, designed to streamline the work of the laboratory and help the employees. The
objective of research is classified and they keep it secret even from you, but this is only one thread from a veil of mysteries and

omissions enveloped this project. Try to get some answers and find out the purpose of the project while staying in the
background.

Remember that your choices impact the flow of the story and have sometimes irreversible consequences.
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Face an eerie legend of Scotland!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Traverse the dream worlds to solve a frightening mystery!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Update released, DLC Cybermagic and Escape from Meridian are now
available:
The waiting is finally over. Huge game update is now released and both DLC are now available.

Free update contains numerous new improvements and fixes, new weapons, armors, implants, new unique upgrades for weapons
and your equipment, allowing you to customize your character and arsenal even more than before.

This DLC unlocks a fourth playable character, Xandria aka Cyberwitch, who specializes in active ability uses. It also adds a lot
of new combat abilities that can be used by other characters too, and new unique ability for each of the characters. You can also
equip experimental psionic accelerator as a secondary weapon that can interface with your abilities and vastly improve their
efficiency. Psi-acc can hold two additional abilities, meaning that you can enter the mission with two combat abilities activated
in your Psi-acc and two additional of your choice for support. Burn your enemies with plasma fists or throw fireballs around,
summon chain lighning or crush their heads from distance. Depending on your character, you will be able to squeeze heart of
your enemy so hard he'll explode, cover the way to your hideout with energy mines, suck energy from nearby enemies to
support your offensive abilities, or even summon a melee weapon from pure energy.

This DLC is a story expansion that adds a new story arc with 10 story missions filled with new enemies, new features and some
surprises. New enemies of common type, various new boss enemies requiring special tactics, and even some special skills for
those you've been hunting before. DLC also adds new levels for other game modes, a new challenging game mode against
special enemies, new difficulty level Insanity for those of you who feel that even Hell is too easy, unlockable special setting
"INFECTION" for increased difficulty and extra challenge that can be toggled on older missions, and some other small goodies
like two new available unique weapons and an unlockable ability to summon an auto-turret to the missions to help you with all
those new zombies or just for slaughtering them where you prefer to hunt for loot.. Gameplay Reveal on stream:
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Dear agents,
The time has come. We urge you to join the Sigma Division this Thursday for an exclusive event.
Special agents Michael, Fibre Tigre and Fernando will gather at Mi-Clos' bunker in Paris. Together, they've blackmailed a
bunch of corrupt politicians to put their hands on a top-secret demo of Sigma Theory.

They've decided to reveal this ultra-sensitive material during a livestream on Twitch, this Thursday at 9.00pm CEST. They will
take this opportunity to extensively play the game and discuss about its features. Also, this will be your chance to ask burning
questions directly to the developers.

The public opinion needs to know what's going on behind the curtain!
Leaking those informations is your duty!
So share this to your friends!

Tactical informations
When : April 26 - 9.00 pm (PARIS TIME - CEST)
Where : https://www.twitch.tv/miclosstudio. Hypertrain has left Early Access!:
Now it's official! 

Thanks everyone for your help! Your enthousiasm for the game gave me the motivation needed to get this far. I'm very happy
with the result: Hypertrain is a one of a kind train survival simulator. As we say in dutch: een beetje vreemd maar wel lekker!

But there's always stuff that can be improved, so expect more updates in the future.

Regards,
nkm

. Release Date:
Dear Players,
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This day has finally come! We just received a green light to release our game at a concrete date.

UBOAT will be released at... 30th April 2019!

Roadmap
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